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AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION OF

ARTICLES HAVING CONTOURED

SURFACES

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation-in-part of US. Provi-

sional Application Ser. No. 60/007,951, filed Dec. 4, 1995,

which is herein incorporated by reference.

DESCRIPTION

Background of the Invention

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention generally relates to the automatic

visual classification of three-dimensional articles and, more

particularly, to the automatic classification of articles having

contoured surfaces, such as, for example, cabinet doors and

drawer fronts.

2. Description of the Prior Art

The largest manufacturers of kitchen and bathroom cabi-

nets produce wooden components with many different

shapes and sizes. For aesthetic reasons, some of these

components are carefully molded and finished before final

assembly. From a marketing perspective, subtle differences

in appearance can be significant in distinguishing individual

product lines. These differences are especially important for

cabinet doors and drawer fronts which are exposed to the

user.

One difficulty that is faced by these manufacturers is the

identification of different components. Identification must be

performed after applying paint or stain, and traditionally this

has been performed manually by visual inspection with a

trained eye. In recent years, manufacturers have dramati-

cally increased the number of product styles in response to

market forces. The result is that manual identification has

become particularly tedious, labor-intensive, and prone to

error.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide

an automated system for classifying and labeling articles,

and particularly cabinet door and drawer faces.

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide

an automated system for identifying a particular cabinet face

by size, shape, and style.

According to the invention, a system is provided for

identifying cabinet doors and drawer fronts. Of course, the

articles which can be identified are not limited to cabinets,

but rather, may be extended to include such items as picture

frames, bed boards, trim molding, or any other article which

has a contoured face.

In the preferred embodiment, the system classifies door

and drawer fronts traveling on a conveyor based on shape

and size. The system uses structured light, three video

cameras, and computer visioning techniques to determine

the unique style and size code for each door.

In operation, a door to be identified moves in a forward

direction on a conveyor belt. The door can travel either

top-first or bottom-first. In order to determine the style of the

door, the system determines which contour profile is present,

whether the central panel of the face is flat or raised and

whether the panel is square or cathedral shaped. In order to

determine the door size, the system must measure the height

and width of the door.
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In order to characterize the profile and panel shape, two

laser sources are used. Each laser produces a fan-shaped

plane of light, perpendicular to the other, on the front face of

the door. Lenses produce the planes optically so that no

mechanical parts are needed. The fan shaped planes of light

from the lasers produce a first profile stripe in the horizontal

direction across the width of the door face and a second

profile stripe in the vertical or length direction. A first video

camera is used to capture the image of the profile stripe

across the width of the door. In the preferred embodiment,

a feature based approach is used to process the captured

profile and compare it to a library of known profiles. A

second camera is used to capture the profile stripe in the

vertical direction to determine whether the panel shape is

square or cathedral. A third camera, placed substantially

parallel to the first camera to capture the width measurement

of the door. Finally, the length of the door is determined with

the aid of a photoelectric sensor wherein the sensor senses

the time it takes for the moving door to pass a point along

the conveyor. This time, along with the conveyor speed, are

converted into a length measurement. Once the style of the

door is determined, the door may pass through a next station

where yet another video camera is used to determine the

color of the door. Thereafter, a label identifying the style,

size, and perhaps the color of the door is affixed to the door

prior to shipping.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages

will be better understood from the following detailed

description of a preferred embodiment of the invention with

reference to the drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic drawing of a conveyor belt classi-

fication system used for identifying and classifying con-

toured objects;

FIGS. 2A and 2B are examples of doors having square

panel and a cathedral panel, respectively;

FIGS. 3A and 3B are examples of two different contour

profiles having a flat panel and a raised panel, respectively;

FIG. 4 shows respective computer aided design (CAD) of

five outside and inside profiles of different door models;

FIG. 5 is an isometric view of the laser and camera

positions with respect to the door;

FIG. 6 is a side view of the imaging geometry for profile

classification of a three dimensional object;

FIG. 7 is an isometric view of a cabinet door under a laser

source showing the profile stripe in the width direction;

FIGS. 8A—8D are four examples of profile images for four

different door styles;

FIG. 9 is a representation view of a cabinet door showing

example features which can be used for profile classifica-

tion;

FIGS. 10A is an original profile image for the first

processing step for profile classification;

FIG. 10B is an original profile image after a thresholding

step;

FIG. 10C is a thinned profile image having missing points

highlighted at the bottom of the image;

FIG. 10D is a corrected profile image containing only the

inside profile, plateau, and outside profile;

FIGS. 11A and 11B are graphs showing examples of the

profile curve, without added Gaussian noise and with added

Gaussian noise, respectively;

FIGS. 12 is a graph showing an edge detection filter

output;
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FIG. 13 is a graph of an example image profile in units of

image pixels;

FIG. 14 is a file containing tolerances and feature values

for a library of styles;

FIG. 15 is a graph showing four sample profiles super-

imposed on one another to show differences in panel shapes;

FIGS. 16A and 16B are two example profiles which differ

only at the inside profile;

FIGS. 17A and 17B is an example of template matching

for a first example door; and

FIGS. 18A and 18B is an example of template matching

for a second example door.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED

EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly to

FIG. 1, there is shown a contoured object classification

system according to the present invention. A door 10 is

shown moving in a forward direction on a conveyor belt 12.

As the door moves it is aligned by an alignment guide 14.

After alignment along one edge of the conveyor, the door

travels through two relatively independent classification

stations. The system includes a first style and size classifi-

cation station 16 and may also include a color and wood

species identification station 18. The style and size classi-

fication station 16 classifies the model or style of door with

computer video imaging techniques using a computer 22.

The color and species identification station uses a color

camera 19 to identify the color and species of the wood

under the control of a computer 24. Finally, the door passes

through an identification labeling station 20 which affixes to

the door a label identifying the model and/or color and

species of the door.

As mentioned previously, subtle differences in contour

appearance can be significant in distinguishing individual

product lines. As shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B, cabinet doors

are formed by joining four molded sections around a central

panel. The top portion of the panel may be square 30 or

cathedral 32 in appearance. For cathedral-type doors 32, the

amount of curvature of the top section varies with different

door styles and with different sizes.

The shape of a door’s moldings determines its cross-

sectional profile. FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate the distinguish-

ing features between two different door profiles. Both pro-

files have an outside profile section 40, a plateau 42, an

inside profile 44, and a panel profile 46. It is noted that the

panel shown in FIG. 3A has a flat panel profile 46 while the

panel shown in FIG. 3B has a raised panel profile 46'. A

single manufacturer may have many different styles concur-

rently manufactured simply by mixing and matching profile

shapes, plateaus, and panel types.

FIG. 4 shows computer aided design (CAD) drawings of

five different door models. It is noted that some profiles are

quite different in appearance while others have only subtle

differences. For each door, its profile must be classified as

one of a known model (or as “unknown”). These profiles,

together with variations in square/cathedral panel shape and

raised/fiat panel profile, result in many unique styles that

must be recognized by the identification system. In addition,

each style comes in different sizes. Hence, according to the

present invention the style and size classification station 16

of FIG. 1 accurately identifies many different combinations.

Referring now to FIG. 5, in order to characterize the

profile and panel shape, two laser sources are used, 50 and

52. Each laser produces a fan-shaped plane of light, 54 and
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56, perpendicular to the another, on front face of the door 14.

The fan shaped planes of light, 54 and 56, from the lasers,

50 and 52, produce a first profile stripe 58 across the width

of the door face and a second profile stripe 60 in the length

direction.

A first video camera 62 is used to capture an image of the

profile stripe 58 across the width of the door 14. A second

camera 64 is used to capture the profile stripe 60 in the

vertical direction to determine whether the panel shape is

square or cathedral. Athird camera 66 is placed substantially

parallel to the first camera 62 to capture the width measure-

ment 68 of the door 14. Leading and trailing photoelectric

sensors, 61 and 63, determine the presence of doors and

trigger image acquisition. In addition, the trailing sensor 63

is used to determine the length of the door 14, wherein the

sensor 63 senses the time it takes for the moving door to pass

a point 72 along the conveyor 12. This time, along with the

conveyor speed, are converted into a length measurement.

FIG. 6 is a side view of the imaging geometry for the

profile classification shown in FIG. 5. FIG. 6 shows the side

view of the first laser source 50 producing a profile stripe

(not shown) on the door face 14. The first camera 62

captures the profile stripe image for computer analysis and

classification.

FIG. 7 is an illustrative isometric view of a cabinet door

on the conveyor belt 12. As shown, the first laser 50 creates

the profile stripe 58 in the width direction across the face of

the cabinet door 14.

FIG. 8 shows four examples of profile images that result

from four different door styles. The images are portions of

the width profile stripes 58 captured by the video camera 62.

The classification features recognized by the system are

illustrated in FIG. 9. Features d1 and d2 are the distances

from the left edge of the profile to the two plateau ends,

respectively. Feature d3 is the distance from the left edge of

the profile to the innermost point of the inside profile.

Features d4 and d5 represent the height values of two points

on the panel. These five features are sufficient to distinguish

most different inside/outside profile combinations and

whether the panel is raised or flat. Of course, the features

described above are specific to door and drawer faces. For

classification of other objects, features specific to that object

should be used.

The next step is to extract the above features from the

images of profile stripes. Close examination of FIG. 8 will

show that the laser region of each image is not a connected

region, and that its border is not perfectly smooth. For these

reasons, several preprocessing steps are needed before fea-

ture extraction can occur. The preprocessing steps comprise

1) a thresholding step, 2) a thinning step, and 3) a dropout

replacement step. These steps are illustrated for one profile

image in FIG. 10.

The original profile stripe image captured by the video

cameras is digitized prior to analysis by the computer. The

original image in FIG. 10A is thresholded immediately after

A/D conversion using a lookup table, resulting in the image

in FIG. 10B. The look-up table comprises a computer

database of image pixel values for a library of profile styles.

Thresholding involves determining whether a pixel captured

by the camera is part of the profile stripe (foreground) or part

of the background. Mathematically, this can be written as
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1 profile if I> T

new — backgroundif otherwise

where I is a given image pixel value from the video camera

and Inew is the resulting value after thresholding, and T is an

empirically determined threshold.

Because of the imaging geometry, a simple thinning step

is possible. The image is processed one column at a time,

retaining only the midpoint of the bright foreground region

for each column. The result of this step is shown in FIG.

10C. Notice that this is not a single continuous curve. Points

on the profile may be missing for several reasons, including

roughness of the wood or small shadow regions on the door

caused by occlusion of the laser. The rows with missing

points are highlighted by small foreground points at the

bottom of FIG. 10C. To simplify later processing, these

“dropouts” in the profile curve are replaced by neighboring

values. The result of this replacement step is shown in FIG.

10D.

The result of the preprocessing steps is a one dimensional

profile curve p(i), where i is the row index of the original

image. The index is offset so that i=1 references the first

point on the curve. With this convention, features d4 and d5

are trivial to determine since they are simple height values

of the profile array p for prestored values of i stored in a

computer look-up table.

Features d1, d2, and d3 are more difficult to obtain

reliably. These are the distances from the left edge of the

profile (i=1) to the distinctive points on the profile. Locating

these endpoints is accomplished by performing one-

dimensional edge detection on p(i). Several edge detection

filters were evaluated for this step. FIG. 11A and 11B show

two plots of a typical profile curve. FIG. 11A results from

preprocessing an actual camera image as described above.

FIG. 11B is the same curve after artificially introducing

additive Gaussian noise. Both of these curves were used to

evaluate filtering alternatives. The major criteria in selecting

a filter were localization accuracy, noise sensitivity, and

processing speed. Although other filters are possible,

selected here is:

InEW(i)=[1 1 1 0 —1 —1 —1] which is interpreted as InEW(i)=I(i—4)+

I(i—3)+I(i—2)+I(i—1)—I(I+1)—I(i+2)—I(i+3)—I(i+4).

For reasons of processing speed, a small filter size is

essential, but because of noise, a larger filter is desirable. It

was discovered that this filter satisfied both constraints

satisfactorily. The results of using this filter are shown in

FIG. 12. These filter was applied to the test profile in FIG.

11B. Response magnitude only is plotted.

In FIGS. 11 and 12, the horizontal, or x-axis, represents

the image row or column along the profile of the image. The

spikes near i=40 and i=181 indicate the end of the profile. By

applying this filter and looking for these peaks, features d1

and d2 can be determined.

Referring again to FIG. 5, the system according to the

present invention uses a second camera 66 to measure

widths 68 of doors on the conveyor. This camera is placed

to the side and approximately parallel to the first camera 66,

but it has a larger field of view. The resulting profile image

is processed to detect the opposite edge of the door 14. Since

all doors are aligned on the conveyor, this edge location is

easily mapped to a width measurement using a look-up table

stored in the computer 22. High accuracy is not required in

this case, because standard cabinet widths typically increase

in increments of 1.5 inches.
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The system measures door height using a photoelectric

sensor 63. When a door 14 passes the sensor, it generates an

interrupt on the host computer 22. The host then measures

the time required for the door to pass the sensor 63 com-

pletely. This time interval is converted to a height

measurement, based on the known conveyor speed.

The next factor to determine is panel shape, which may be

square or cathedral as shown in FIGS. 2A—2B. The second

laser 52 is present for this purpose, along with a third camera

64. This camera 64 and laser 52 are mounted at right angles

to the other laser 50 and cameras 62 and 66. Two photo-

electric sensors are used to trigger image acquisition by the

cameras; one sensor for the leading edge of the door 61, and

a second sensor for the trailing edge 63. The system deter-

mines that a cathedral panel is present if the plateau lengths

in the leading and trailing profiles differ significantly.

The result of profile analysis is a set of features d1—d5

which are used to select the best match from the set of

known profile shapes. The feature d5 also determines

whether the panel is flat or raised. With this information, it

is possible in most cases to determine the style code for the

door. In the preferred embodiment, the approach adopted is

as follows.

Referring now to FIG. 13, a graph of an example profile

is shown. The vertical axis represents profile height, and is

given in units of image pixels. The horizontal axis represents

lateral distance as viewed from the camera, and is also given

in units of image pixels.

The system extracts the five profile features (d1—d5) and

compares them with expected dimensions for every known

style stored in a computer database library. If all features are

within a given tolerance of expected values for a single style,

then that style code is reported. If any of the five features is

outside a given tolerance for the closest known style, then

the door is classified as “unknown.” Furthermore, if all five

features are within tolerance of more than one style, then the

system classifies the door as “unknown” and lists all of the

styles that are matched by the observed door. In the current

system the horizontal tolerances are 11/15", and the vertical

tolerances are 11/8". If course, these can be easily adjusted.

The following description states this identification

method mathematically. We represent the five features as the

vector, x=[x1, x2, x3, x4, x5]T as illustrated earlier. These

values are obtained by processing an image of a laser stripe

which is obtained when a door is scanned. Let yoj=|1u1@,

M20), M30), M40), #50)? represent the expected value of for

style j, and let t=[t1, t2, t3, t4, t5]T represent the tolerance for

each feature measurement. When a door is scanned, x is

obtained and is compared with ”(D for all known styles.

The classification rule used by the system is as follows:

Classify x as style family k if and only if

1) IXi—Mi(k)|§ti

for all i=1, . . . , 5

and

2) no other style 1 exists (l¢k) such that |xi—Mi(l)|§ti

for all i=1, . . . , 5

If no style k satisfies these conditions, then the system

reports “unknown.” This is a conservative method that tends

to avoid miscalculations.

To simplify system maintenance, the system may be

modified to read expected values for each style family from

a file at initialization. One version of this file is shown in

FIG. 14. All quantities in the file are in units of pixels. The

first line represents the tolerances for each feature, that is, 6

pixels implies 1/15" and 12 pixels implies 1/8". Each subse-

quent line represents one “style group,” which is defined

according to profile shape similarity. From left to right, the
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columns represent features x1, x2, x3, x4, and x5, as illus-

trated earlier (d1—dS and xl—x5 are used interchangeably).

A primary motivation for placing this information in a

calibration file is to simplify the maintenance of duplicate

classification systems for style families. It is expected that

each system will require slightly different feature values,

since cameras and other equipment items will be in slightly

different positions for different systems. This method allows

the storage of values that are specific to each system in

separate calibration files. The same classification program

will be run on each system, and it will read the appropriate

calibration file during initialization. This method also facili-

tates the problem of adding new styles to the system.

The feature-based method described above works well in

many cases, even when large differences are present in

profile shape. Sample differences are illustrated in FIG. 15,

which shows four example profiles. The only difference in

these profiles is the panel, shown at the right of the figure.

Shown are two distinct panel shapes. One reason for such

large differences is these profile curves is that doors are often

not manufactured to tight tolerances. Because the door

moldings are decorative and not functional in nature, high

accuracy is not important. Tools wear over time, and this can

cause small changes in profile shape. Further, the material

properties of wood do not easily permit shaping that can be

repeated to high accuracy, such as for example to less than

1/15 inches.

Although the method described above works well for

most articles, it may be insufficient to distinguish door

profiles that are ideally very similar. To illustrate this

problem, two example profiles are shown in FIGS. 16A and

16B. The only difference that should be present is very

subtle, and it exists only at the inside profile for the styles

shown (horizontal locations 200—250). These two styles are

quite difficult to distinguish when variations due to manu-

facturing imprecision and/or materials properties can occur.

Hence, the classification method used here makes use of

the five features described earlier, and additionally uses

template matching to distinguish these inside profiles. Tem-

plate matching involves taking a known, stored profile, and

“sliding” it across a scanned profile that must be identified.

At each relative position of the two profiles, the difference

between them is computed. Normally, the measured differ-

ence will be very small for the correct template, but will be

relatively high for any incorrect template.

Identification based purely on template matching tends to

be inaccurate. Hence a novel aspect of the present invention

is to combine distinctive feature-based matching (using x1,

x2, x3, x4, and x5) with template matching. Furthermore, the

present invention may employ a height normalization step

which allows the system to ignore simple differences in

height. For template matching, it is the shape of the inside

profile, not the absolute height, that is most important. In the

current system, template matching is used for inside profiles

only, and only for the particular styles that are very similar

in appearance.

The template-matching method is described by the fol-

lowing equation:

N

m‘) = mm 2 (m) — [P(i — k) —W

1:1

where P(i) is the value of the door profile that has been

scanned at point i; hk is the difference in average height

between the template and the profile at position k; T(j)i is the

value of template j for point i; f(j) is the minimum of the sum
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of squared Euclidean distances computed for all shift

amounts k; k assumes the values —3, —2, . . . , 2, 3; and N

is the size of the template in pixels.

A template is shifted over the profile horizontally to seven

different positions as k varies from —3 to 3. The height

normalization pre-adjusts for vertical variations, eliminating

the necessity of shifting the template vertically and saving

processing time. The height normalization difference is

calculated for each attempted match as the template is

shifted horizontally. This is done because the average height

of the profile section being matched will change as the match

section is horizontally shifted. The best match determines a

template that is associated with only one of the two style

families under consideration.

The classification rule given earlier is now modified so

that if the particular similar styles in question are identified

using features x1, x2, x3, x4, and x5, then template matching

is performed over the inside profile region using pre-stored

templates. The style is assigned such that its stored template

minimizes the criterion f(j). In order to avoid false matches,

f(j) must also be less than an empirically determined thresh-

old value. During extensive tests of this method, correct

matches always caused values of f(j) that were much less

than this threshold, and non-matches caused values of f(j)

that were much higher than this threshold.

Some sample results from the template matching

approach are shown in FIGS. 17A—B and ISA—B. In each

case, the heavy line is the partial template being matched

which has already been height normalized and is shown at

its best match position. The light gray line is the scanned

door profile itself. The figures also list the computed values

for these two cases.

FIGS. 17A—B show a template matching for example

door 1. Its profile is shown in both graphs above in light

gray. The minimum match results are highlighted in the

tables shown below the graphs. In this case, the chosen

match is style 1, with a result of 9.8. Note that the style 2

result is well above the chosen threshold value of 150.

Similarly, FIGS. 18A—B show a template matching for

example door 2. Again, the match results are highlighted for

each template. In this case, the style 2 is chosen, with a result

of 7.3 Note that the style 1 result is well above the chosen

threshold of 150.

After determining the style code, the size code is deter-

mined. This is implemented as a look-up table, mapping the

observed width and height to one of known size codes.

While the invention has been described in terms of a

single preferred embodiment, those skilled in the art will

recognize that the invention can be practiced with modifi-

cation within the spirit and scope of the appended claims.

We claim:

1. A system for distinguishing similar three dimensional

cabinet faces, comprising:

a first laser source for creating a first profile stripe across

at least a portion of cabinet face in a first direction;

a first camera for capturing an image of the first profile

stripe;

control means for matching the image of the first profile

stripe to a prestored profile stripe image indicating a

particular style code for said cabinet face;

a second laser source for creating a second profile stripe

across at least a portion of the cabinet face in a second

direction;

a leading sensor for detecting a leading edge of the cabinet

face;

a trailing sensor for detecting a trailing edge of the cabinet

face; and
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a second camera, triggered by said leading sensor and said

trailing sensor, for capturing a leading profile stripe and

a trailing profile stripe of a plateau region of said

cabinet face, said control means determining if a cathe-

dral style cabinet face is present if said leading profile

stripe differs from said trailing profile stripe by a

threshold value.

2. A system for distinguishing similar three dimensional

articles as recited in claim 1, wherein said first profile stripe

is oriented in a width direction of the cabinet face and said

second profile stripe is oriented in a length direction of the

cabinet face.

3. A system for distinguishing similar three dimensional

articles, comprising:

a first laser source for creating a first profile stripe across

at least a portion of an article in a first direction;

a first camera for capturing an image of the first profile

stripe;

control means for matching the image of the first profile

stripe to a prestored profile stripe image indicating a

particular style code for said article;

a conveyor belt for moving the article through a plurality

of stations;

a style classification station comprising said first laser

source and said first camera for determining a style of

said article; and

an identification label station connected to said control

means for placing a label on the article indicating at

least one of the color code and the style code for the

article.

4. A system for distinguishing similar three dimensional

articles as recited in claim 3 further comprising:

a color classification station comprising a color camera

for supplying a color video signal to said control

means, said control means comparing said color video

signal to prestored color codes for determining a color

code for said article.

5. A system for distinguishing similar three dimensional

articles as recited in claim 3, further comprising alignment

means for aligning the article with respect to said conveyor.

6. A system for distinguishing similar three dimensional

articles as recited in claim 3 further comprising a sensor

means for sensing in a time period that the article takes to

pass a point, said control means calculating a length mea-

surement for the article based on the time period a speed of

said conveyor.

7. A method for identifying unknown articles having a

contoured surface comprising steps of:
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producing at least a first profile stripe across the contoured

surface of the unknown article with a light, said first

profile stripe comprising a shape of said contoured

surface of the unknown article;

capturing an image of said first profile stripe;

comparing said first profile stripe to a library of stored

profile stripes for known articles;

matching said first profile stripe to a profile stripe in said

library to determine the identity of the unknown article;

thresholding said image of said first profile stripe by

comparing pixel intensities of said image against a

threshold value to determine if said pixel is profile

stripe foreground or background;

thinning each pixel row in said profile stripe by retaining

a center pixel and deleting other pixels in said pixel

row;

identifying measurements from said center pixels for a

plurality of distinctive features in said profile stripe;

comparing said measurements to a library of known

measurements for a known article;

subtracting said measurements from said known measure-

ments; and

selecting as a match those measurements which are below

a predetermined threshold.

8. A method for identifying unknown articles having a

contoured surface comprising the steps of:

producing at least a first profile stripe across the contoured

surface of the unknown article with a light, said first

profile stripe comprising a shape of said contoured

surface of the unknown article;

capturing an image of said first profile stripe;

comparing said first profile stripe to a library of stored

profile stripes for known articles;

matching said first profile stripe to a profile stripe in said

library to determine the identity of the unknown article;

storing a library of at least partial profile stripe templates

for a plurality of known articles;

shifting said profile stripe templates across said image of

said first profile stripe in discrete steps;

computing a difference between said profile stripe tem-

plates and said image of said first profile stripe at each

discrete step; and

identifying said unknown article by selecting as a match

one of said profile stripe templates having a smallest

difference from said computing step.

* * * * *


